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Abstract

The `dose' dependence of short-term mechanical properties of beryllium DIP-600 with 2.3 wt% of oxygen was

determined. Irradiation temperature was 650°C, post-irradiation test temperature was 20°C. The in¯uence of the main

structural factors on ultimate strength of warm- and hot-pressed materials, characterized by oxygen content 0.7±4.9

wt%, grain size 8±50 lm, initial porosity 0.81±2.26% was revealed. The materials were irradiated to a fast ¯uence of

4.67 ´ 1021 n/cm2 (E P 0.85 MeV) at 620°C and that of 5.69 ´ 1021 n/cm2 (E P 0.85 MeV) at 680°C. Ó 1999

Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. `Dose' dependence of ultimate strength variation.

Irradiation temperature 650°C

It was reported in [1,2] that `dose' dependencies of

the short-term mechanical properties of beryllium under

cryogenic and low temperature irradiation are qualita-

tively similar and fully dominated by two main com-

peting processes:

· strengthening due to dislocation pinning by the de-

fects generated by irradiation with (Drel
us)str � (DV/

V0)1=3, where (Drel
us)str denotes strengthening in the

dependence of tensile strength rel
us versus swelling

DV/V0 of the material;

· softening initiated by the occurrence and growth of

stresses of `radiation-swelling' anisotropy with

(Drel
us)soft � (DV/V0)1=3, where (Drel

us)soft denoted

strengthening in the dependence of tensile strength

versus swelling of the material.

The processes, being similar in their consequences,

though di�erent in their physical origin, can proceed

under high temperature irradiation conditions as well.

Thus, the material will be noticeably strengthened

owing to gas bubble formation and dislocation pinning

by these bubbles. There are reasons to forecast that

(Drus)str will be proportional to (DV/V0)1=6 or F
1=4
f , where

Ff is a fast neutron ¯uence (E P 0.85 MeV).

At the same time the material will be softened sub-

stantially due to `¯ow-to-sink' of the bubbles from the

near boundary areas to the grain boundaries as such.

Here (Drus)soft will be proportional to (DV/V0)2=3 or Ff ,

which is easy to ®nd.

Hot-pressed Be powder of grain size <600 lm, con-

taining 2.3 wt% O, was irradiated at 650°C to ¯uences of

(0; 0.6; 3.0; 5.7) ´ 1021 n/cm2 (E P 0.85 MeV) to verify

and re®ne the above statements.

Compression tests were performed at 20°C in a re-

mote-controlled MM-150D machine. The samples tested

had a diameter of 6 mm and a height of 9 mm. Exper-

imental values were determined by averaging the data

from three or four independent tests.

The results obtained are shown in Fig. 1. As it was

anticipated, the ®gure proves that:

· strengthening, softening and embrittlement are the

main manifestations of beryllium radiation damage-

ability in the region of Be bubble swelling;

· strengthening dominates at Ff < (Ff )max <6 ´ 1020 n/

cm2, E P 0.85 MeV [DV/V0 < (DV/V0)max <
0.22%]; 1
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1 Here and after, swelling is calculated from the expression
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· the maximum attainable increment of ultimate

strength [(rcom
us )max ÿ (rcom

us )0] does not exceed 17±

23%. Here Drcom
us is compression strength, the sub-

script `0' corresponds to an unirradiated material

and the subscript `max' denotes the maximum value

for an irradiated material;

· softening prevails at Ff > (Ff )max and seems to con-

tinue until the material completely loses its `load

bearing capability';

· at the softening stage the dependencies rcom
us � f(Ff ),

rcom
us � f[(DV/V0)2=3] are close to linear ones.

The obtained results combined with the above

qualitative peculiarities of the expressions (Drus)str,

(Drus)soft allow to determine the shape of the dose de-

pendence of Be ultimate strength Drcom
us and reveal its

consequences.

Actually, setting up di�erent slopes of the decreasing

dependencies of (Drcom
us )soft � Ff and de®ning the rela-

tionships complementing them and verifying the latter

for linearity in the coordinates (Drcom
us )str ÿ (DV/V0)1=6,

one ®nds the dose dependence is described by the ex-

pression

rcom
us �MPa� � �rcom

us �0 �MPa� � 1:68

� 10ÿ3 �MPa cm1=2� � F 1=4
f �cmÿ1=2�

ÿ 1:66� 10ÿ19 �MPa cm2� � Ff �cmÿ2�
� �rcom

us �0 �MPa� � 7:3� 102 �MPa�
� �DV =V0�1=6 ÿ 6:01� 103 �MPa�
� �DV =V0�2=3

:

While searching for an extremum in the above expres-

sion, we ®nd that (Ff )max� 3.43 ´ 1020 n/cm2 (E P 0.85

MeV), (DV/V0)max� 0.09%, (rcom
us )max� 1253 MPa, and

setting its right terms equal to zero, we obtain (Ff )
d

� 1.02 ´ 1022 n/cm2 (E P 0.85 MeV), (DV/V0)d�
14.58%, where (Ff )

d and (DV/V)d correspond to ¯uence

and swelling, respectively, which completely soften the

material.

2. The dependence of ultimate strength on main structure

factors. Tirr� 620°C and 680°C

A correct choice of the most radiation resistant

grades of Be is impossible without comparative investi-

gations of a substantial number of commercial and

laboratory modi®cations of Be. We have studied spe-

cially prepared warm and hot extruded (Tables 1 and 2)

modi®cations. Radiation test parameters of experimen-

tal (rupture) samples were relevant to the values from

Table 3.

Pre- and post-irradiation mechanical tests were per-

formed at the temperatures of 20°C and 650°C. Exper-

imental points were obtained by averaging the data

obtained from individual tests of three or four identical

samples. The results are shown in Figs. 2±6.

It can be seen that the main manifestations of Be

radiation damageability there are again strengthening,

softening and embrittlement of the material. The results

lead to some other, less evident and therefore not for-

mulated as yet, conclusions.

Thus, it follows from Figs. 2±6, that

· only the modi®cations with the (rel
us)0 < 200 MPa

(Ttest � 650°C) undergo radiation strengthening.

The latter value is reduced with the increase of irradi-

ation temperature and neutron ¯uence;

· the degree of softening increases with the initial

strength. The dependencies of Drel
us� rel

us ÿ (rel
us)0 on

(rel
us)0 have the form:

· Drel
us �MPa� � ÿ1:62�rel

us�0 �MPa� � 333 for Tirr �
620�C;

· Ff � 4:67� 1021 n=cm2 �E P 0:85 MeV�; Ttest �
650�C;

· Drel
us �MPa� � ÿ1:80 rel

us

ÿ �
0
�MPa� � 277 for Tirr �

680�C;
· Ff � 5:69� 1021 n=cm

2 �E P 0:85 MeV�; Ttest �
650�C;

Fig. 1. Dose dependence of ultimate strength, rus, relative yield

stress, r0:2, and general relative elongation, dtot, of hot-pressed

(out of the powder of the size 6 600 lm) beryllium.

Tirr� 650°C, Ttest� 20°C.

tg a � Drcom
us =DFf � ÿ1:31� 10ÿ19 MPa cm2:
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· most softening is characteristic for the modi®cations

with the values P0 � dg
2 � 35±45% lm or C � d 2

g �
43±57 wt% lm;

· the manner of the relation `temporal resistance ± rel-

ative ultimate strength' practically does not change.

They also allow one to reconstruct the form of the

dropping legs of the dose dependencies of the temporal

resistance of modi®cation 3.

Actually, since the mechanical properties of the ma-

terial are determined by its defect structure and the main

(and, practically, the only) defects in the material irra-

diated within the high temperature range are gas bub-

bles, we can ®nd the secondary missing points of dose

dependencies rel
us with the usage of the derivative equa-

tion

�Ff�X � �T2=T1�2=3
exp�2:1 � 2=�3 � 4k�

� �1=T1 ÿ 1=T2�� � �Ff�2
for the corresponding swelling 3 from Ref. [3] and sub-

stitution of T1, T2, (Ff )2 by their values from Table 3.

Hence, the missing points are: 7.9 ´ 1021 n/cm2

(E P 0.85 MeV), 100 [MPa] for Tirr� 620°C,

Ttest� 650°C and 3.37 ´ 1021 n/cm2 (E P 0.85 MeV),

220 [MPa] for Tirr� 680°C, Ttest� 650°C and the de-

pendencies have the form (Fig. 7)

· rel
us �MPa� � ÿ3:66� 10ÿ20 �

Ff �n=cm
2 �E P 0:85 MeV�� � 392

for Tirr � 620�C; Ttest � 650�C;

· rel
us �MPa� � ÿ5:09� 10ÿ20 �

Ff �n=cm
2 �E P 0:85 MeV�� � 392

for Tirr � 680�C; Ttest � 650�C:

Table 2

Oxygen content, density, porosity and grain size of Be modi®cations

Modi®cation size

number

Manufacturing technology Oxygen content,

C, wt%

Initial density,

c0, g/cm3

Porosity,

P0, %

Mean grain

Size, dg, lm

1 Hot-pressing + sintering 0.70 1.834 0.81 50

2 T� 1160±1180°C + warm 1.75 1.852 1.13 35

3 (T� 450±500°C) extrusion

with deformation 82%

2.75 1.846 1.75 20

4 Hot pressing 3.10 1.849 1.83 15

5 (T� 1170±1180°C) (P� 589±638 MPa,

s� 2 h) + hot (T� 1000°C) extrusion

with deformation 82%

4.90 1.859 2.26 8

Table 1

Chemical content of Be modi®cations studied

Modi®cation number Element content, wt%

O Fe Ni C Al Cr Cu Be

1 0.70 0.058 0.003 0.012 0.019 0.007 0.013 balance

2 1.75 0.071 0.003 0.012 0.029 0.009 0.015 balance

3 2.75 0.068 0.004 0.012 0.042 0.012 0.032 balance

4 3.10 0.024 ± 0.010 0.050 0.070 0.014 balance

5 4.90 0.024 0.001 0.010 0.004 0.001 0.001 balance

Table 3

Irradiaton parameters of samples

Modi®cation number Irradiation temperature

(°C)

Exposure time Neutron ¯uence

(E P 0.85 MeV),

1021 n/cm2
Calendar days E�ective days

1±3 680 245 233.8 5.69

3±4 620 245 233.8 4.67

2 The values proportional to speci®c grain boundary

porosity P0 (i.e. relevant to unit grain boundary area) and

speci®c grain boundary oxygen content C (i.e. corresponding to

a unit grain boundary area). 3 DV =V0 � M � T � exp�ÿ2:1=�4kT �� � F 3=2
f :
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Therefore, the value of critical (i.e. fully softening the

modi®cation 3) ¯uence (Ff )T irr�650�C is within the interval

7.7 ´ 1021±10.7 ´ 1021 n/cm2 (E P 0.85 MeV).

3. Conclusions

Thus, we observe that

· The neutron ¯uence dependence of the ultimate

strength rcom
us of beryllium DGP-600 irradiated at

650°C, includes two stages with the terms, denoting

the observed e�ect, having di�erent signs.

· At the ®rst stage, when (Ff )1 < (Ff )max � 3.43 ´ 1020

n/cm2 (E P 0.85 MeV), the changes of (rcom
us )1 have

a positive sign and reach the value 0:19 � �rcom
us �0 at

the maximum point.

· At the second one, when (Ff )2 > (Ff )max, the changes

have a negative sign and attain the value ÿ(rcom
us )0 at

a critical ¯uence

· Dose dependence rcom
us has the form

rcom
us �MPa� � �rcom

us �0 �MPa� � 1:68

� 10ÿ3 �MPa cm1=2� � F 1=4
f �cmÿ1=2�

ÿ 1:66� 10ÿ19 �MPa cm2�
� Ff �cmÿ2�:

Fig. 2. Dependence of variation of material strength on its

initial value. Dots in the areas (a) and (b) correspond to the

temperatures of tests (650°C and 20°C). Numbers over the

points are numbers of specimens types from Tables 1±3.

Fig. 5. Irradiation e�ect on the character of relationship

``temporal resistance versus yield stress'': s ± before irradiation;

d ± Tirr� 620°C, Ff � 4.67 ´ 1021 n/cm2 (E P 0.85 MeV); n ±

Tirr� 680°C, Ff � 5.69 ´ 1021 n/cm2 (E P 0.85 MeV). (a) re-

gion corresponds to Ttest� 650°C; (b) region corresponds to

Ttest� 20°C. Numbers under the points are numbers of speci-

mens types from Tables 1±3. Dashed line corresponds to the

condition (rel
us)0 (and rel

us)� (rel
0:2)0 (and rel

0:2).

Fig. 4. The e�ect of irradiation and the parameter C � dg on the

ultimate strength of the material at 20°C: s ± before irradia-

tion; d ± Tirr� 620°C, Ff � 4.67 ´ 1021 n/cm2 (E P 0.85

MeV); n ± Tirr� 680°C, Ff � 5.69 ´ 1021 n/cm2 (E P 0.85

MeV). Numbers under the points are specimens types from

Tables 1±3.

Fig. 3. The e�ect of irradiation and the parameter P0 � dg on the

ultimate strength of the material at 20°C: s ± before irradia-

tion; d ± Tirr � 620°C, Ff � 4.67 ´ 1021 n/cm2 (E P 0.85

MeV); n ± Tirr� 680°C, Ff � 5.69 ´ 1021 n/cm2 (E P 0.85

MeV). Numbers under the points are specimens types from

Tables 1±3.
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· The condition rcom
us < (rcom

us )0 holds at Ff > 2 ´ 1021

n/cm2 (E P 0.85 MeV),(DV/V0) > 1.3%.

· The value of the critical ¯uence, which fully softens

the material, (Ff )
d is 1.02 ´ 1022 n/cm2 (E P 0.85

MeV).

· The value of the critical swelling, which fully softens

the material, is (DV/V0)d and equals 14.58%.

· The important manifestation of Be radiation dam-

ageability is its embrittlement.

· The main manifestations of radiation damage of Be

under irradiation to Ff � 4.67 and 5.69 ´ 1021 n/cm2

(E P 0.85 MeV), at 620°C and 680°C are strength-

ening, softening and embrittlement.

· Strengthening-sensitive modi®cations are only those

with (rel
us)0 <200 MPa (Ttest� 650°C), and

(rel
us)0 < 550 MPa (Ttest� 20°C).

· The degree of Be softening increases with its initial

strength.

· The most softening is observed with the modi®ca-

tions of the values P0 � dg� 35±45% lm or

C � dg� 43 ± 57 wt% lm.

· The critical ¯uence for complete softening of Be

modi®cation with C� 2.75 wt% O, dg� 20 lm,

P0� 1.75% is within the interval 7.7 ´ 1021±

10.7 ´ 1021 n/cm2 (E P 0.85 MeV).
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Fig. 6. Irradiation e�ect on general relative elongation of the

material: s ± before irradiation; d ± Tirr� 620°C,

Ff � 4.67 ´ 1021 n/cm2 (E P 0.85 MeV); n ± Tirr� 680°C, Ff

� 5.69 ´ 1021 n/cm2 (E P 0.85 MeV); (a) region corresponds

to Ttest� 20°C; (b) region corresponds to Ttest� 650°C. Num-

bers under the points are numbers of specimens types from

Tables 1±3.

Fig. 7. An appearance of the dependencies rus� f(Ff ) of speci-

men type 3 when being softened Ttest� 650°C: d, s ± experi-

mental and calculated values of rus for Tirr� 620°C; n, h ±

experimental and calculated values of rus for Tirr� 680°C; x ±

critical value (at which the material is fully softened) of Ff for

Tirr� 680°C.
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